Designer Security Doors Business for Sale
Auckland
Location:

Auckland

Asking:

$390,000
+GST (if any)

Type:

Manufacturing / New Opportunities

Ad ID: 77058
Inactive

Dora Doors - Designer Security Doors. Enhance your position as
market leaders with a sun rise business.
Business for Sale Description
Designer Security Doors Business for Sale Auckland
This is a unique opportunity to takeover a steadily evolving designer security door business.
Dora Doors started in 2011 as an exciting alternative to bog standard aluminium flyscreens. Our vision was to
create designs with a Kiwi flair and add genuine value to a homeowners asset.
Every door has been beautifully handcrafted and our testimonials are by the hundreds. We have built our business
up with integrity, honesty and dedication. Our clients are genuinely impressed with the customer service we provide
and of course a refined and elegant end product.
This niche business has enormous ongoing potential. The new owner will be at the tip of the iceberg for ongoing
sales and potential growth.
Your investment for further opportunities:- Implentation of our clever adjustable Buy Now Dora Door desirable for nationwide distribution potentially through
major NZ hardware retailers.
- Capability of incorporating our designs within any NZ screen company’s manufacturing process
- Brand new ‘budget conscious’ security door company with a fun range of designs at an attractive price point with a
www.quickfixsecurity.co.nz website

- Incorporation of Dora designs in window grills an emerging security trend
Plus a host more with new builds, body corporates, school tenders etc.
Every home has a front door. Our enquiries come from all over NZ and we can make and deliver nationwide.
Security doors provide natural airflow with peace of mind and are a fast growing commodity, becoming more a ‘must
have’ item for all NZ homes.
The set up and value of Dora Doors as a brand has been done but has become bigger than us, its time for someone
with the vision to take it to the next level. This is a serious boutique business you can delegate, enhance or integrate
alongside your existing manufacturing plant with a creative and ambitious sales force.
Call Tim now on 021 045 3347 for further info and a general chat.

Business Resources
What do you get? All Dora Designs and Buy Now stock along with plant and equipment, forms and welding jigs.
Files for laser cutting. An impressive easy to use website www.doradoors.co.nz. A facebook page with over 770
following. Our word of mouth enquiries have increased substantially and our SEO very good. We do not google
advertise and Dora Doors appears on the first top half of page every time.
The owners are the staff! For the new owner we would be willing to stay and work as part of your team to ensure
smooth handover. We are a homebased office and our doors are/can be contracted out to multiple metalworkers or
you simply make good use of existing staff to add another string to your bow.
Call Tim now for further details and a general chat about how we might be able to help 021 045 3347

Website
http://www.doradoors.co.nz

Contact:
Tim Ord
021 045 3347
anytime
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